Planning Committee Minutes for 12 Sept 2013 meeting
Planning Committee members present: Larry Chappell, Skip Johnson, Steve Masalin, Larry Williamson &
Mark Austin
The planning committee met with Dave Atkinson to discuss the entire phase 2 design. We asked Dave to
draw the entire phase 2 with the phase 2A design incorporated so we can see how the changes in design
would affect the rest of the building.
Dave will incorporate into the plans a roof design that allows the phases added to the left and right to tie
into the side wall and not the roof. The peak will run the depth of the building instead of the width and
the height will be increased enough to allow the other peaks to be lower than the phase 2A peak. He will
also maintain a 10 foot ceiling height on the first floor of all of phase 2 and on the second floor, a 9 foot
ceiling height in phase 2A and 8 feet in the other phases. We also asked the second floor to be at one
level with the only stairs or ramp going to the current auditorium Balcony. Dave will also see if he can add
4 feet to the depth of the second phase and try to determine the height needed for the second floor truss
design to allow us have an overall height.
Dave will incorporate more storage space in phase 2A by installing vanities under the sinks for cleaning
materials, designing a closet in the conference room and a storage closet at the top of the stairs. He will
also spend time looking at the current laws concerning young children on the second floor and the
requirement that a building greater than 9,000 square feet or greater than 300 occupants is required to
have a fire suppression system.
We asked Dave Atkinson to look into the requirements for a tornado shelter and to consider access to all
attic space in the design of phase 2. There was renewed excitement about the next phase of our building
project at the end of the meeting. We did not want to put pressure on Dave to get the work done since he
has been so amiable with us during this project. We are hoping that we will have something to present to
the church by the end of the year to renew the churches excitement about what God can do through us in
the building of this next phase. This next phase will allow us to have all our children in the same building
and have Saturday night refreshments in the new building.
If you have a comment or concern about the building, please talk to an Elder or a Planning Committee
member to have it addressed. The Planning Committee members are Mark Austin, Larry Chappell, Skip
Johnson, Andrew Krajec, Steve Masalin, and Larry Williamson.

